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With the recent detection of over 5UUexbasolar planets, the existence of "other worlds",
perhaps even other Earths, i6no longer in the realm nf science fiction. The study of
exoplanets 	 rapidly moved from unactivity oo the fringe o[ astronomy io one ofthe
highest priorities of the world's astronomical programs. Actual images ofcztraso}ar planets
were rcvou|ol over the past two years for the {lmt time. NASA's Hubble Space Telescope is
already cbuzao0odziug the o1uznapho/es of Jupiter-like planets, in other myatcnua. And the
vcoeut launch of the NASA Kepler space telescope is coubbug the ticot statistical uwaeasmcot
of how common solar systems like our own really are. Auwe begin to characterize these
"other worlds" and assess their habitability, the question of the significance and uniqueness
of life on Earth will impact our society as never before. I will provide a comprehensive
overview nf the techniques and status ofczoplaoet detection, followed by reflections uato
the societal impact of finding out that Earths are common, or rare. Will finding other
potentially habitable planets create another "Copernican Revo(udoo"? Will perceptions ofthe
significance o[ life ou Earth change when wo find other Earth-like planets? l will discuss the
plans of the scientific community for future ie|esooyca that will be uh|e to survey our mn}u,
neighborhood for Earth-like planets, study their atmospheres, and search for biological signs
of life.
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